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Let K/F be a field extension of transcendence degree n. The theorem of 
Tsen-Lang (cf. [G, p. 221) says that if F is an algebraically closed field then 
K is a C,-field, i.e., any homogeneous polynomial of degree d over K with 
more than d” variables has a non-trivial solution in K. This can be restated 
by saying that whenever F is either a real closed field or an algebraically 
closed field then K(n) is a C,-field. For quadratic forms this says 
precisely that u( K( fi)) < 2”, where for a field E, u(E) := sup (dim q 1 q is 
an anisotropic E-quadratic form with zero signature in each real closure of 
E). (If E is non-real then u(E) = sup {dim q 1 q is an anisotropic E-quadratic 
form}.) If one is interested only in quadratic forms, a similar theorem 
should be true for a more general base field F that reflects only quadratic 
form theory. Conversely, one can ask, If u(K(fi)) < 2” and K is finitely 
generated and of transcendence degree n over a field F, does this charac- 
terize F? We shall answer both of these questions completely in this paper. 
We shall use standard notations and terminology from quadratic form 
theory (cf. [L] ). In particular, if F is a field of characteristic different from 
two then WF will denote the Witt ring of anisotropic quadratic forms and 
IF the fundamental ideal of even dimensional quadratic forms in WF. We 
let F’F= (IF)“. The ideal I”F is generated by the n-fold Pjister forms, i.e., 
the forms of the type ((a,, . . . . a,> := @l= i (1, a,). If Z”F contains no 
anisotropic n-fold Pfister forms having zero signature in each real closure 
of F then we say that F satisfies property A,. This property is important 
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because it gives 2” ~ ’ as an upper bound on the Pythagoras number p(F) := 
min {r 1 every positive definite element of F is a sum of r squares}. It is 
trivial that F satisfies property A, whenever Z”F is torsion-free. However, 
the converse is not known, although this is the case when F is not real. 
In [EP, Theorem 3.33, it was shown that F(n) satisfies property A,, 
(equivalently I”F(fi) = 0) ‘f 1 and only if F satisfies property A, and 
st,Fbn. Here st,F:=min{rII’+’ F= 2I’Fj and is called the absolute 
stability index. There do exist fields F satisfying either property of this 
theorem but not both. We shall determine when these conditions hold for a 
field K when K/F is a finitely generated field extension of transcendence 
degree n. 
The following lemma gives the valuation theory needed for our construc- 
tions. 
LEMMA 1. Let K/F be a field extension with K finitely generated over F 
and tr deg, K = n > 1. Let L be any algebraic field extension of F generated 
over F by at most n elements. Then there exists an F-valuation v of K with 
value group Z” and residue field KU such that L c K, and [K, : L] c co. 
Proof Let t,, . . . . t, be a transcendence base of K over F. Let 
E = F(t, , . . . . t, _ ,). By induction, we may assume that there is an F- 
valuation w of E with value group Z”- ’ and residue field E,. such that E,. 
contains n - 1 of the generators of L over F. Let A4 be a compositum of L 
and E,,.. Then M/L is a finite extension, as is M/E,,. Moreover, M is 
generated over E,. by a single algebraic element, say b. Let A: E 4 E,,. u co 
be the F-place associated to w. Then A extends to a surjective place 
p: E(t,) + E,.(t,) u co, whose corresponding valuation has the same value 
group as w (cf. [B, Sect. 10, No. 1, Proposition 21). Indeed, the valuation 
ring of ,u can be taken to be the localization W[t,],,, wc,., of W[t,], where 
A%’ is the maximal ideal of the valuation ring W of w. There is a surjective 
F-place q : E,,(t,,) + Mu co with t, H 6, whose (discrete rank 1) valuation 
ring is Ut,l~fcr.~~, where f is the minimal polynomial of b over E,.. Let 
p: E(t,) + Mu co be the surjective composition of places p = q 0~. Then 
the valuation of p has value group Z”-’ x Z (cf. [B, Sect. 4, No. 31) and 
residue field M. Let v be any extension of this valuation to K. Then 
[R,: M] d [K: E(t,)] < co, and v has value group Z”. Since M/L is finite 
we are done. 1 
Remark. Certain quadratic form theoretic properties are known to “go 
down” for Galois extensions, e.g., property A, (cf. [EL, Theorem 4.121). 
To work with such properties for function field extensions, it would be 
interesting to know if in Lemma 1 we can, in addition, choose v so that i?” 
is normal over F. This seems to be a difficult open question. (The answer is 
clearly yes if K is purely transcendental over F, and we can prove it also 
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whenever tr deg, K = 1 and K has genus 0 over F.) The existence of such a 
KU normal over F is asserted in [FS, Lemma 181 but the proof is invalid. 
The transcendence degree of a function field K over F provides an 
obvious lower bound on the value of many quadratic form invariants of K. 
The next proposition collects some of this lower bound information. 
PROPOSITION. Let K/F be a finitely generated field extension with 
tr deg, K= n 2 1 and char Ff 2. Then, 
(1) u(K(,/-l)) > 2”. (Znfact, u(K) > 2”.) 
(2) Zf K satisfies A, then k > n + 1. 
(3) If IkK is torsion-free then k >, n + 1. 
(4) s&(K) b n. 
(5) N,(K) :=sup{dimqIq an anisotropic K-quadratic form with 
2q=O in WK} 32”. 
ProoJ: Let t E K be transcendental over F. Lemma 1 applied to the 
extension K/F(t) produces a valuation u on K with residue field K, that is 
finite algebraic over F(t) and has value group Z”- ‘. (This is trivially true if 
n = 1.) Let L = K,;(o). The field F(t) contains infinitely many square 
classes of sums of two squares (e.g., consider { 1 + t*” 1 n = 1, 2, . ..}). Since 
[L: F(t)] < co, the map F(i)/F(i)* + t/t’ has finite kernel. Thus, there 
exists a c = a* + b* E F(t) such that c $ L*. Choose rr,, . . . . rc, ~, E k such that 
u(q) = (0, . ..) 0, 1, 0, . ..) 0) (with the 1 in the ith place) for 1 < i < n - 1. Let 
d = c-c, 711, . ..1 n,-, >>. Since (( -c> is anisotropic over R,, the form 
4 is anisotropic in a henselization of K with respect to v. Hence 4 is 
anisotropic. Since any extension of v to K(o) has residue field L and 
c$ L*, the same argument shows that K(n)@4 is anisotropic. But 
24 = 0 in WK, since c = a2 + b*. Statements (l)-(5) follow at once from 
these properties of $. (For (4) note that 4 E Z”K, but 4 4 2 WK = 
ker( WK+ WK(fi)).) 1 
It is well known that if the base field F is real closed or algebraically 
closed then the inequalities in (l)-(4) of the proposition are actually 
equalities. Our main result is that the precise condition for equality is that 
F(n) be hereditarily quadratically closed, i.e., that every algebraic exten- 
sion L of F(m) satisfy L* = L. Merely being quadratically closed is not 
sufficient. Indeed if E is quadratically closed with an algebraic extension F 
that is not, then K= F(t,, . . . . t,) does not satisfy any of the conditions of 
the proposition with equality. We say that F is euclidean if F is an ordered 
field with two square classes, and we say F is hereditarily euclidean if every 
formally real algebraic extension of F is euclidean. These are the two 
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quadratic form analogues of the notion of a real closed field. Before 
proceeding to our main result, we recall some facts about quadratically 
closed and euclidean fields. We let cd, F denote the cohomological 2- 
dimension of the absolute Galois group of F (cf. [Sl, p. I-171). 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a field with char F# 2. Then 
(1) The following are equivalent: 
(a) F is hereditarily quadratically closed. 
(b) Every finite algebraic extension of F is of odd degree. 
(c) Every finite separable algebraic extension of F is quadratically 
closed. 
(d) cd,F=O. 
(2) The following are equivalent: 
(a) F(n) is quadratically closed. 
(b) F is quadratically closed or F is euclidean. 
(c) There exists a finite algebraic extension of F that is quadratically 
closed. 
(3) F(n) is hereditarily quadratically closed if and only if F is 
hereditarily quadratically closed or F is hereditarily euclidean. 
Proof (1) (a) * (b). One easily reduces to the case where K is Galois 
over F. Then [K: F] must be odd since otherwise the fixed field of a 
2-Sylow subgroup of Gal(K/F) would not be quadratically closed. 
(b) => (c) is clear. 
(c) =P (a) follows from the observation that a purely inseparable xten- 
sion of a quadratically closed field is quadratically closed. 
(a)o (d) follows from [Sl, Corollaire 2, p. I-213. 
(2) (c) * (a). Suppose that E is a finite algebraic extension of F that is 
quadratically closed. Then fl E E so F(n) c E. Since E is 
Pythagorean (i.e., every sum of squares in E is a square) and E/F(n) is 
finite, the argument of Diller and Dress in [DD, Satz 1, Kor. 11’ shows 
that F(o) is Pythagorean. However, F(n) is not formally real, so 
every element is a sum of squares. Thus F(G) is quadratically closed. 
(a) =+ (b). If F(fi) is quadratically closed then F is Pythagorean 
by the argument just given. The kernel of the natural map 
’ One does not need the assumption in [DD] that the field be formally real. 
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p/i+’ -P F($i)/F(,/=i)2 h as order at most two so 1 &/k2 1~ 2. Hence, if 
F is not quadratically closed, it must be formally real with 1 &I” 1 = 2, i.e., 
F is euclidean. 
(b) =- (a). If F is quadratically closed then F= F(n). Suppose 
instead that F is euclidean. There is an exact sequence 
where N is induced by the norm map (cf. [L, p. 2023). Since F is 
Pythagorean, N has trivial image. But the map i is also trivial since P= 
% u -%. Thus F(&i) = F(&i)2. 
(b) => (c) is clear. 
(3) The “only if” part of (3) follows immediately from (2); the converse 
follows from [PZ, Satz 1.23. (See [PZ] for many other characterizations of 
hereditarily euclidean fields.) 1 
We now give our classification result. 
THEOREM. Let K/F be a finitely generated field extension with 
tr deg, K= n > 1 and char F# 2. Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) F( J-1) is hereditarily quadratically closed. 
(2) cd2K(fi) = n. 
(3) u(K(fl)) = 2”. 
(4) K satisfies property A, + 1. 
(5) Z” + ‘K is torsion-free. 
(6) st,K< n. 
Proof. (1) o (2). Let E be any field of characteristic different from two 
and L a finitely generated field extension of E. If cd,E < 0~) then 
cd, L = cd, E + tr deg,L (*I 
by [Sl, Proposition II.1 11. Moreover, (*) holds whenever E is not formally 
real. Indeed, suppose that cd,E = cc. We may assume that cd,L < co. We 
may also assume that L is finite algebraic over E, since [A, Corollary, 
p. 12211 settles the purely transcendental case. This means that the 
absolute Galois group of E contains an element of order two by 
[S2, Theortme, p. 4131, so E is formally real by Artin-Schreier theory 
(cf. [J, Theorem 11.14]), a contradiction. In particular, (*) holds for 
E= F(n), so (1) 0 (2) follows from Lemma 2. 
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(1) * (3). Suppose that F(G) is hereditarily quadratically closed. 
Let K’ = K(n). Let C be an algebraic closure of F(G) and let K’ . C 
be any compositum of K’ and C in any algebraic closure of K’. Let q be a 
quadratic form over K’ with dim q > 2”. Then the form K’ . CO q is 
isotropic, since K’ . C is a C,-field by the Tsen-Lang theorem [G, p. 221. 
Hence, there exists a finite subextension L of F(G) in C such that 
K’ . L @ q is isotropic. By enlarging L if necessary, we may assume that L is 
a normal extension of F(G). Let E be the separable closure of F(o) 
in L. Then [E:F(fi)] is odd by Lemma 2( 1). Since K’ . L is purely 
inseparable over K’ . E and by Galois theory, [K’ . E: K’] = [E: K’ n E], 
which is odd, [K’ . L: K’] is also odd. Consequently, q is isotropic by 
Springer’s theorem. Therefore, u(K’)d2”, and equality holds by the 
proposition. 
(3) + (5) is given in [EL, Theorem 6.21. 
(5) * (4) is clear. 
(4) * (1). Suppose that K satisfies property A,, , . Let E be any finite 
separable extension of F(n). Then E can be generated over F by 
a single element, so by Lemma 1 there exists a valuation u of K with 
value group r= Z” and residue field R, containing E. Let (L, w) be a 
henselization of the valued field (K, u) (cf. [E, Sect. 171). Then w has the 
same value group r as u, and the same residue field L, = R,,. 
We claim that R, is quadratically closed. If not, choose any y E R”,\c. 
Since fi,EsR,, we can write y=af+...+aj$ in Ku. Let bi be any 
inverse image of ai in the valuation ring of u and let x = 6: + .. . + bi 
in K. Thus x is a u-unit and a non-square, since it maps onto y in R,. 
Choose rci, . . . . n, E E that map onto a Z/2Z-basis for r/2lY Let 
$=<--,71,,..., 7~~)). Since x is a sum of squares, * is a torsion (n + I)- 
fold K-Pfister form. Since L is the henselization of K, we have (( -r>> is 
anisotropic in WE,. This and the Z/2Z-independence of { w(rri), . . . . w(n,)> 
in r/2r imply that L 0 $ is anisotropic by the generalization of Springer’s 
theorem (cf. [K, Propositions 2.1, 2.41 or [W, Sect. 41). Thus $ is 
anisotropic, contradicting property A,, i. This shows that R, is 
quadratically closed as claimed. 
Using Lemma 2(2), the claim now implies that E= E(n) is 
quadratically closed. Since E is an arbitrary finite separable extension of 
F(n), Lemma 2(l) implies that F(o) is hereditarily quadratically 
closed. 
(3) * (6). This is well known (cf. [EP, Theorem 3.31). 
(6) * (1). This is a variant of the argument for (4) * (1). Assume 
that I”+ ‘K = 21°K. Choose E and L as above. Again we show that KO is 
quadratically closed. If RD is not quadratically closed choose y ER”\~. 
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Choose x, 7c1, . .. . rc,Ekas in (4)+(l) and let $=((--x,z~,...,z~)). By 
hypothesis, $ = 2q in WK for some q E Z”K. Since (L, w) is henselian, there 
is a first residue map, a: WL -, W& such that a(L@$)= ((-y>> (cf. [K, 
Proposition 2.11). But fi E Z,, SO <-y>=a(Lo$)=2a(Loq)=o 
in WE,,,. This contradicts the choice of y as a non-square, and hence shows 
that RO = L, is quadratically closed. The rest of the argument now 
proceeds just as before. 1 
Remarks. 1. If K and F are as in the theorem, one can show that 
N,(K) = 2” implies that K(n) is hereditarily quadratically closed. The 
argument is another variant of the argument given to prove (4) =z. (1). 
However, the converse is not known. In fact, it is not known whether 
N,(R(x, y)) is 4 or 6. 
2. If we also assume in the theorem that K is formally real and is the 
function field of a variety over F with a rational simple point, then 
further properties are also equivalent to the ones listed above (cf. [EP, 
Corollary 4.71). 
3. Using the same method as in the proof of the theorem, one can show 
the following: Suppose that (K, u) is a valued field with residue field RV and 
value group r with 1 r/2rl = 2”. Suppose that K satisfies property A, and 
K, is not Pythagorean. Then n > m + 1 and R, satisfies property A,-,. 
When u is henselian, we have the converse, viz., if K” satisfies property A, 
then K satisfies property A,,,. 
4. Let F be a field of arbitrary characteristic and let p be a prime. Let 
cd, F denote the cohomological p-dimension of the absolute Galois group 
of F. Let K be a finitely generated field extension of F of transcendence 
degree n > 1. For convenience of notation, suppose that F is not formally 
real. The argument in (1) o (2) above shows that cd, K= n if and only if 
F has no finite separable extensions of degree divisible by p. In particular, 
cd K := supp (cd, K) = n if and only if F is separably closed. It follows that 
if the characteristic of F is zero and cd K = n then K is a C,-field. This is 
not true, in general, without the assumption on the transcendence degree 
(cf. [A, Theorem 11). 
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